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According to the Russian military, there is an Australian connection to the biolabs that the U.S. was
running in Ukraine for the past two decades. Sure, we don’t know if the Russians are correct, or if
they’re telling the truth, but so far they’ve been a lot more honest about this conflict than either Ukraine
or our own leaders have been, so it’s worth giving them consideration.

According to Igor Kirillov, the head of Russia’s Nuclear, Biological, and Chemical Protection Troops,
documents seized from one of the biolabs show that hundreds of blood samples were transferred from
Ukraine to Australia’s Doherty Institute.

What’s the Doherty Institute? That’s an Australian “health” organization that, among other things, did
the black-box “modeling” of Covid-19 for the past two years, the modeling that was used to justify
putting Australia into two whole years of lockdown.

There’s more. According to Aussie Cossack, a pro-Russia Australian blogger and independent
journalist, Australian fighters have been spotted in Ukraine in the city of Zhytomyr, 150 miles west of
Kiev. What could that be about, if true?

The opinions expressed by contributors and/or content partners are their own and do not necessarily
reflect the views of Red Voice Media. Contact us for guidelines on submitting your own commentary.
Red Voice Media would like to make a point of clarification on why we do not refer to any shot related
to COVID-19 as a “vaccine.” According to the CDC, the definition of a vaccine necessitates that said
vaccine have a lasting effect of at least one year in preventing the contraction of the virus or disease
it’s intended to fight. Because all of the COVID-19 shots thus far available have barely offered six
months of protection, and even then not absolute, Red Voice Media has made the decision hereafter to
no longer refer to the Pfizer, Moderna, or Johnson & Johnson substances as vaccinations.
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